Abstract:
The oral cleaning appliance includes an assembly for generating low-pressure bursts of gas in the range of 2-7 bar, directed to a mixing chamber portion of the appliance. A pump provides successive doses of liquid to the mixing chamber. The mixing chamber includes an outlet for liquid droplets produced by the interaction of the gas and the liquid in the mixing chamber. The gas inlet line to the mixing chamber has an internal diameter in the range of 1.5 mm. The center line of the gas inlet line is offset from the center line of the liquid droplet outlet line by a distance in the range of 1-5 mm.
ATOMIZED LIQUID ORAL CLEANING APPLIANCE

This invention is directed to an atomized liquid/liquid droplet oral cleaning appliance which uses pressurized gas to produce liquid droplets and more specifically concerns a low-pressure gas assembly for such an appliance.

Liquid atomized spray/liquid droplet oral cleaning appliances include a source of pressurized gas, typically air, and a source of liquid, typically water, with the gas and liquid being directed to a mixing chamber portion of the appliance to produce a spray or stream of liquid droplets. The liquid droplets are then directed through a nozzle assembly and out an exit tip thereof to selected areas of the teeth to be cleaned. Typically, the selected areas are the interdental regions, but the appliance can be used to clean all regions of the teeth, including around orthodontic fixtures.

The source of pressurized gas can be a CO₂ cartridge or similar source of high pressure air, typically up to 900 psi. These appliances are thus typically expensive during use, since the cartridges must be periodically replaced; the high pressure arrangement also presents some design/engineering challenges.

Hence, it is desirable to have an atomized liquid/liquid droplet oral cleaning appliance which is effective in cleaning but which uses low-pressure gas.

Accordingly, a liquid droplet oral cleaning appliance is described and shown, comprising: an actuating assembly activated by a user for generating low-pressure bursts of gas, the bursts of gas being directed into an appliance mixing chamber; a system for directing bursts or doses of liquid into the mixing chamber; and an appliance mixing chamber for receiving the bursts of liquid and gas, the mixing chamber having an outlet for liquid droplets produced within the chamber, directed to a nozzle assembly, wherein the diameter of the gas inlet is within the range of 1-5 mm, and wherein the center line of the gas inlet is offset from a center line of the droplet outlet by a distance within the range of 1-5 mm.
Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view showing an oral cleaning appliance incorporating the present invention.

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional diagram showing the mixing chamber portion of the appliance of Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows an oral cleaning appliance using liquid droplets for cleaning produced by a low-pressure gas system. The appliance 10 includes a spring assembly 12. The spring assembly 12 includes a hollow body 14 with a plunger 16 and spring 18 mounted therein for back and forth movement. The plunger 16 is moved to the rear in body 14 against the action of spring 18 by user action on an actuating element or button 20 which engages the plunger. The forward end 21 of the plunger includes a head element which has a gas-tight connection with interior wall 23 of body 14. The forward end has a raised central portion 25 with a surrounding trough portion 27. The head element pushes air present in the body 14 into a mixing chamber 22, described in more detail below and shown in Figure 2, following release of the actuating element and resulting forward movement of the plunger, propelled by the action of spring 18. Air moves into hollow body 14 following each action, enabling repetitive bursts of gas to the mixing chamber.

Prior to each burst of gas, e.g. air, entering mixing chamber 22, water or other liquid is moved into mixing chamber 22 through a water inlet 22. This can be done in various ways, such as by a pump, for instance, or by suction action or gravity feed or some other means. The gas is moved into the mixing chamber at relatively low pressure, typically 30-100 psi. The low-pressure gas operates on the liquid in the mixing chamber to produce an atomized spray or liquid droplets, of a size on the order of 5-100 microns in diameter.

The low pressure gas action accelerates the droplets into an elongated nozzle assembly 26 and out the exit tip 28 at an effective velocity for cleaning. The spray is directed by the user to the desired dental regions, particularly the interdental regions and around orthodontic fixtures.

The general configuration, structure and arrangement of the spring assembly, the water inlet and the nozzle assembly are conventional and thus not described in significant detail.
The configuration of the mixing chamber is important, as it incorporates a particular flow path geometry of low pressure gas relative to the entering liquid to produce the necessary turbulence to achieve the desired atomization of the liquid and acceleration of the resulting spray droplets. High-pressure gas appliances or continuous flow gas appliances do not require a particular mixing chamber configuration to insure turbulence, since the high pressure or the flow is sufficient to create by itself the desired droplets, both size and speed thereof. The present mixing chamber arrangement, operating in a burst mode, accomplishes the desired atomization at low gas pressures.

Referring now to Figure 2, the mixing chamber 26 is shown in more detail, including a gas entry flow line 32, a liquid entry flow line 34 and a droplet exit flow line 36. It has been discovered that there are several characteristics of the gas, liquid, and droplet flow lines which create sufficient turbulence to produce liquid droplets, even at low gas pressures.

One important characteristic is the diameter of the gas inlet line 32. Gas inlet line 32 is generally cylindrical, i.e. it has a circular internal cross-section. In general, the diameter 33 of the gas inlet line will be in the range of 1-5 mm, preferably in the range of 3-4 mm. Another important factor is the angular intersection between gas inlet line 32 and water inlet line 34. The preferred angle is 90° or greater. While 90° is generally specifically preferred, the angle of intersection could be in the range of 90°-135° and still produce acceptable results.

A third significant factor is the offset 37 between the centerline 38 of gas inlet line 32 and the centerline 40 of droplet outlet line 36. It is desired that the offset be in the range of 1-5 mm, with a preferred/optimal offset in the range of 2-1/2 to 3 mm. Of the above three factors, the internal diameter of the gas inlet line appears to be the most significant parameter for controlling the atomization of the spray.

The advantage of the above arrangement is that an effective atomized spray can be produced, with relatively low pressure, eliminating the expense and inconvenience of CO₂ gas cartridges.

In operation, each burst of gas from the spring assembly will have a time duration of between 10-100 milliseconds, while successive doses of liquid will be in the range of 0.02-0.2 ml. This produces liquid droplets in the range of 5-100 microns, which has proved to be a
suitable size for effective cleaning of the teeth. Typically, the velocity of the droplets will be approximately 5-80 m/s with such an arrangement.

The amount of atomization can be controlled by changing one or more of the above parameters. The appliance produces effective oral cleaning in a hand-held appliance, effective for interdental cleaning, thus providing an alternative to a traditional hand-held flossing device.

Although a preferred embodiment of the invention has been disclosed for purposes of illustration, it should be understood that various changes, modifications and substitutions may be incorporated in the embodiment without departing from the spirit of the invention, which is defined by the claims which follow.
Claims:

1. A liquid droplet oral cleaning appliance, comprising:

   an actuating assembly activated by a user for generating low-pressure bursts of gas, the bursts of gas being directed into an appliance mixing chamber;

   a system for directing bursts or doses of liquid into the mixing chamber; and

   an appliance mixing chamber for receiving the bursts of liquid and gas, the mixing chamber having an outlet for liquid droplets produced within the chamber, directed to a nozzle assembly, wherein the diameter of the gas inlet is within the range of 1.5 mm, and wherein the center line of the gas inlet is offset from a center line of the droplet outlet by a distance within the range of 1.5 mm.

2. The oral cleaning appliance of claim 1, wherein the diameter of the gas inlet diameter is within the range of 3-4 mm and the offset is within the range of 2-1/2 to 3 mm.

3. The oral cleaning appliance of claim 1, wherein the gas inlet line intersects a liquid inlet line to the mixing chamber at an angle within the range of 90°-135°.

4. The oral cleaning appliance of claim 2, wherein the gas inlet line intersects the liquid inlet line at approximately 90°.

5. The oral cleaning appliance of claim 1, wherein the gas pressure is within the range of 30-100 psi.

6. The oral cleaning appliance of claim 1, wherein the liquid is provided in successive doses of 0.02-0.2 ml, and wherein the gas is provided in bursts of between 10-100 milliseconds.

7. The oral cleaning appliance of claim 1, wherein the liquid is water and the gas is air.
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